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Abstract

Most methods for phylogenetic tree reconstruction are based on se-
quence alignments; they infer phylogenies based on aligned nucleotide
or amino-acid residues. Gaps in alignments are usually not used as
phylogenetic signal, even though they can, in principle, provide valu-
able information. In this paper, we explore an alignment-free ap-
proach to utilize insertions and deletions for phylogeny inference. We
are using our previously developed approach Multi-SpaM, to gener-
ate local gap-free four-way alignments, so-called quartet blocks. For
pairs of quartet blocks involving the same four sequences, we consider
the distances between these blocks in the four sequences, to obtain
hints about insertions or deletions that may have occurred since the
four sequences evolved from their last common ancestor. This way, a
pair of quartet blocks can support one of the three possible quartet
topologies for the four involved sequences. We use this information as
input for Maximum-Parsimony and for the software Quartet MaxCut
to reconstruct phylogenetic trees that are only based on insertions and
deletions.
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1 Introduction

The foundation of most phylogenetic studies are multiple sequence align-
ments (MSAs), either of partial or complete genomes or of individual genes
or proteins. If MSAs of multiple genes or proteins are used, there are two
possibilities to construct a phylogenetic tree: (1) the alignments can be con-
catenated to form a so-called superalignment or supermatrix. Tree building
methods such as Maximum-Likelihood [42, 13], Bayesian Approaches [36] or
Maximum-Parsimony [8, 10, 44] can then be applied to these superalign-
ments. (2) One can calculate a separate tree for each gene or protein family
and then use a supertree approach [4] to amalgamate these different trees into
one final tree, with methods such as ASTRAL [51] or MRP [33].

Multiple sequence alignments usually contain gaps representing inser-
tions or deletions (indels) that are assumed to have happened since the
aligned sequences evolved from their last common ancestor. Gaps, how-
ever, are usually not used for phylogeny reconstruction. Most of the above
tree-reconstruction methods are based on substitution models for nucleotide
or amino-acid residues. Here, alignment columns with gaps are either com-
pletely ignored, or gaps are treated as ‘missing information’, for example in
the frequently used tool PAUP* [44]. Some models have been proposed that
can include gaps in the Maximum-Likelihood analysis such as TKF91 [46] and
TKF92 [47], see also [17, 1, 26]. Unfortunately, these models do not scale
well to genomic data. Thus, indels are rarely used as a source of information
for the phylogenetic analysis.

In those studies that actually make use of indels, this additional informa-
tion is usually encoded in some simple manner. The most straightforward
encoding is to treat the gap character as a fifth character for DNA compar-
ison, or as a 21st character in protein comparison, respectively. This means
that the lengths of gaps are not explicitly considered, so a gap of length
` > 1 is considered to represent ` independent insertion or deletion events.
Some more issues with this approach are discussed in [38]; these authors in-
troduced the ”simple encoding” of indel data as an alternative. For every
indel in the multiple sequence alignment, an additional column is appended.
This column contains a present/absent encoding for an indel event which is
defined as a gap with given start and end positions. If a longer gap is fully
contained in a shorter gap in another sequence, it is considered as missing
information. Such a simple binary encoding is an effective way of using the
length of the indels to gain additional information and can be used in some
maximum-parsimony framework. A disadvantage of these approaches is their
relatively long runtime. The above authors also proposed a more complex
encoding of gaps [38] which they further refined in a subsequent paper [30].
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The commonly used approaches to encode gaps for phylogeny reconstruction
are compared in [31].

The “simple encoding” of gaps has been used in many studies; one recent
study obtained additional information on the phylogeny of Neoaves which
was hypothesized to have a “hard polytomy” [19]. Despite such successes,
indel information is still largely ignored in phylogeny reconstruction. Of-
tentimes, it is unclear whether using indels is worth the large overhead and
increased runtime. On the hand, it has also been shown that gaps can contain
substantial phylogenetic information [7].

All of the above mentioned approaches to use indel information for phy-
logeny reconstruction require MSAs of the compared sequences. Nowadays,
the amount of the available molecular data is rapidly increasing, due to the
progress in next-generation sequencing technologies. If the size of the ana-
lyzed sequences increases, calculating multiple sequence alignments quickly
becomes too time consuming. Thus, in order to provide faster and more
convenient methods to phylogenetic reconstruction, many alignment-free ap-
proaches have been proposed in recent years. Most of these approaches calcu-
late pairwise distances between sequences, based on sequence features such as
k-mer frequencies [39, 32, 21] or the number [25] or length [22, 48, 28] of word
matches. Distance methods such as Neighbor-Joining [37] or BIONJ [11] can
then reconstruct phylogenetic trees from the calculated distances. For an
overview, the reader is referred to recent reviews of alignment-free meth-
ods [49, 15, 3].

Some recently proposed alignment-free methods use inexact word matches
between pairs of sequences [50, 16, 24], where mismatches are allowed to some
degree. Such word matches can be considered as pairwise, gap-free “mini-
alignments”. So, strictly spoken, these methods are not “alignment-free”.
In the literature, they are still called “alignment-free”, as they circumvent
the need to calculate full sequence alignments of the compared sequences.
The advantage of such “mini-alignments” is that inexact word matches can
be found almost as efficiently as exact word matches, by adapting standard
word-matching algorithms.

A number of these methods use so-called spaced-words [18, 21, 29]. A
spaced-word is a word composed of nucleotide or amino-acid symbols that
contains additional wildcard characters at certain positions, specified by a
pre-defined binary pattern P representing ‘match positions’ and ‘don’t-care
positions’. If the same ‘spaced word’ occurs in two different sequences, this
is called a Spaced-word Match or SpaM, for short. One way of using spaced-
word matches – or other types of inexact word matches – in alignment-free
sequence comparison is to use them as a proxy for full alignments, to estimate
the number of mismatches per position in the (unknown) full sequence align-
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ment. This idea has been implemented in the software Filtered Spaced Word
Matches (FSWM) [24]; it has also been applied to protein sequences [23], and
to unassembled reads [20]. Other approaches have been proposed recently,
that use the number of SpaMs to estimate phylogenetic distances between
DNA sequences [29, 35], see [27] for a review of the various SpaM-based
methods.

The SpaM approach has also been applied to multiple sequence compar-
ison. Multi-SpaM [6] is a recent extension of the FSWM idea that finds
spaced-word matches with respect to some binary pattern P , each space-
word match involving four different input sequences. Such a spaced-word
match is called a quartet P -block, or quartet block, for short. Each quartet
block, thus, consists four occurrences of the same spaced-word, with respect
to a specific pattern P . For each such block, the program then identifies the
optimal quartet tree topology based on the nucleotides aligned to each other
at the don’t-care position of P , using the program RAxML [42]. Finally, the
quartet trees calculated in this way are used to find a supertree of the full
set of input sequences. To this end, Multi-SpaM uses the program Quartet
MaxCut [41].

In the present paper, we use the quartet blocks to use insertions and
deletions as phylogenetic signal. More specifically, for pairs of quartet blocks
that involve the same four sequences, we consider the distances between the
two blocks in these four sequences. Different distances indicate insertion
or deletion events since the four sequences evolved from their last common
ancestor. If, for example, a pair of blocks involves sequences S1, . . . , S4 and
the distances between these blocks are equal for S1 and S2 as well as for S3

and S4 but different between S1, S2 and S3, S4, this would support a quartet
tree where S1 and S2 are neighbours, as well as S3 and S4.

To evaluate the phylogenetic signal that is contained in such pairs of quar-
tet blocks, we first evaluated the quartet topologies inferred by our method
directly, by comparing them to trusted reference trees. Next, we used two
different methods to infer a phylogenetic tree for the full set of input se-
quences, based on the quartet trees obtained from our quartet block pairs.
First, we construct a super tree from the quartet trees that we inferred as
outlined above, using the software Quartet MaxCut that we already used in
Multi-SpaM. Second, we used distances between pairs of blocks to generate
a data matrix which we used as input for maximum parsimony, to find a
tree that minimizes the number of insertions and deletions that we have to
assume, given the different distances between the quartet blocks. We eval-
uate these approaches on data sets that are commonly used as benchmark
data in alignment-free sequence comparison. Our evaluation showed that
the majority of the inferred quartet trees is correct and should therefore be
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useful additional information for phylogeny reconstruction. Moreover, the
quality of the trees that we inferred from our quartet block pairs alone is
roughly comparable to the quality of trees obtained with existing alignment-
free methods.

2 Design and Implementation

2.1 Spaced words, quartet blocks and distances be-
tween quartet blocks

We are using standard notation from stringology as defined, for example, in
[14]. For a sequence S over some alphabet, S(i) denotes the i-th symbol
of S. In order to investigate the information that can be obtained from
putative indels in an alignment-free context, we use the P -blocks generated
by the program Multi-SpaM [6]. At the start of every run, a binary pattern
P ∈ {0, 1}` is specified for some integer `. Here, a ”1” in P denotes a
match position, a ”0” stands for a don’t-care position. The number of match
positions in P is called its weight and is denoted by w. By default, we are
using parameter values ` = 110 and w = 10, so by default the pattern P has
100 don’t-care positions.

A spaced word W with respect to a pattern P is a word over the alphabet
{A,C,G, T} ∪ {∗} of the same length as P , and with W (i) = ∗ if and only
if i is a don’t care position of P , i.e. if P (i) = 0. If S is a sequence of length
N over the nucleotide alphabet {A,C,G, T}, and W is a spaced word, we
say that W occurs at some position i ∈ {1, . . . , `}, if S(i + j − 1) = W (j)
for every match position j in P . For two sequences S and S ′ and positions
i and i′ in S and S ′, respectively, we say that there is a spaced-word match
(SpaM) between S and S ′ at (i, i′), if the same spaced word W occurs at i
in S and at i′ in S ′. A SpaM can be considered as a local pairwise alignment
without gaps. Given a nucleotide substitution matrix, the score of a spaced-
word match is defined as the sum of the substitution scores of the nucleotides
aligned to each other at the don’t-care positions of the underlying pattern P .
In FSWM and Multi-SpaM, we are using a substitution matrix described
in [5]. In FSWM, only SpaMs with positive scores are used. It has been
shown that this SpaM-filtering step can effectively eliminate most random
spaced-word matches [24].

The program Multi-SpaM is based on quartet (P )-blocks, where a quartet
block is defined as four occurrences of some spaced word W in four different
sequences. For a set of N ≥ 4 input sequences, a quartet block can be
thus considered as a local gap-free four-way alignment. To exclude spurious
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random quartet blocks, Multi-SpaM removes quartet blocks with low scores.
More precisely, a quartet block is required to contain one occurrence of the
spaced-word W , such that the other three occurrences of W have positive
scores with this first occurrence. In this paper, we are considering pairs
of quartet blocks involving the same four sequences, and we are using the
distances between the two blocks in these sequences as phylogenetic signal.

2.2 Phylogeny inference using distances between quar-
tet blocks

Let us consider two quartet blocks B1 and B2 – not necessarily based on the
same binary pattern – involving the same four sequences S1, . . . , S4, and let
Di be the distance between B1 and B2 in sequence Si, i = 1, . . . , 4. More
specifically, we define Di as the length of the segment in Si between the two
spaced-word occurrences corresponding to B1 and B2, see Figures 1 and 2
for examples. Let us assume that the blocks B1 and B2 are representing
true homologies, i.e. for each of them the respective segments go back to a
common ancestor in evolution. If then we find that two of these distances
are different from each other, this would imply that an insertion or deletion
has happened between B1 and B2, since the two sequences have evolved from
their last common ancestor; if the two distances are equal, no such insertion
or deletion needs to be assumed.

There are three possible fully resolved (i.e. binary) quartet topologies for
the four sequences S1, . . . , S4 that we denote by S1S2|S3S4 etc. In the sense
of the parsimony paradigm, we can consider the distance between two blocks
as a character and Di as the corresponding character state associated with
sequence Si. If two distances, say D1 and D2 are equal, and the other two
distances, D3 and D4 are also equal to each other, but different from S1 and
S2, respectively, this would support the tree topology S1S2|S3S4: with this
topology, one would have to assume only one insertion or deletion to explain
the character states, while for S1S3|S2S4 or S1S4|S2S3, two insertions or
deletions would have to be assumed. In this situation, we say that the pair
(B1, B2) strongly supports topology S1S2|S3S4.

Next, we consider the situation where two of the distances are equal, say
D1 = D2, and D3 and D4 would be different from each other, and also dif-
ferent from D1 and D2. From a parsimony point-of-view, all three topologies
would be equally good in this case, since each of them would require two
insertions or deletions. It may still seem more plausible, however, to prefer
the topology S1S2|S3S4 over the two alternative topologies. In fact, if we
would use a simple probabilistic model where an insertion/deletion event has
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a fixed probability p, with 0 < p < 0.5, along each branch of the topology,
then it is easy to see that the topology S1S2|S3S4 would have a higher likeli-
hood than the two alternative topologies. In this situation, we say that the
pair (B1, B2) weakly supports the topology S1S2|S3S4. Finally, we call a pair
of quartet blocks informative, if it – strongly or weakly – supports one of the
three quartet topologies for the involved four sequences.

Sequence Distance Di

S1 A G G C A A C G G T 2
S2 A G G C A T C G G T 2
S3 A G G C A A C T C G G T 4
S4 A G G C A A C T C G G T 4

Figure 1: Distances between two quartet blocks involving the same four
sequences. In the sense of maximum parsimony with respect to insertions and
deletions, these distances would strongly support the topology S1S2|S3S4.

Sequence Distance Di

S1 A G G C A A C G G T 2
S2 A G G C A T C G G T 2
S3 A G G C A A C T C G G T 4
S4 A G G C A A T C G G T 3

Figure 2: Distances between two quartet blocks as in Figure 1. Here, the
distances would weakly support the topology S1S2|S3S4.

For a set of input sequences S1, . . . , SN , N ≥ 4, we implemented two
different ways of inferring phylogenetic trees from quartet-block pairs. With
the first method, we calculate the quartet topology for each quartet-block
pair that supports one of the three possible quartet topologies. We then
calculate a supertree from these topologies. Here, we use the program Quartet
MaxCut [40, 41] that we already used in our previous software Multi-SpaM
where we inferred quartet topologies from the nucleotides aligned at the
don’t-care positions of quartet blocks.

Our second method uses the distances between quartet blocks as input for
Maximum-Parsimony [8, 10]. To this end, we generate a character matrix as
follows: the rows of the matrix correspond, as usual, to the input sequences,
and each informative quartet block pair corresponds to one column. The
distances between the two quartet blocks are encoded by characters 0, 1 and
2, such that equal distances in an informative quartet-block pair are encoded
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by the same character. For sequences not involved in a quartet-block pair,
the corresponding entry in the matrix is empty and is considered as ’missing
information’. In Figure 1, for example, the entries for S1, S2, S3, S4 would be
0, 0, 1, 1; in Figure 2, the corresponding entries would be 0, 0, 1, 2.

In order to find suitable quartet-block pairs for the two described ap-
proaches, we are using our software Multi-SpaM. This program samples up
to 1 million quartet blocks. We use the quartet blocks generated by Multi-
SpaM as reference blocks, and for each reference block B1, we search for a
second block in a window of L nucleotides to the right of B1 for a second
block B2 involving the same four sequences. We use the first block that
we find in this window, provided that the involved spaced-word matches are
unique within the window. If the pair (B1, B2) supports a topology of the
involved four sequences – either strongly or weakly –, we use this block pair,
otherwise the pair (B1, B2) is discarded.

3 Test results

In order to evaluate the above described approaches to phylogeny recon-
struction, we used sets of genome sequences from AF-Project [52] that are
frequently used as benchmark data for alignment-free methods. In addition,
we used a set of 19 Wolbachia genomes [12]. For these sets of genomes,
trusted phylogenetic trees are available that can be used as reference trees;
these genomes have also been used as benchmark data to evaluate Multi-
SpaM [6].

3.1 Quartet trees from quartet-block distances

First, we tested, how many informative quartet block pairs we could find, i.e.
how many of the identified quartet-block pairs would either strongly or weakly
support one of the three possible quartet topologies for the corresponding four
sequences. For each set of genome sequences, we first generated 1,000,000
quartet blocks with Multi-SpaM [6], the ‘reference blocks’. For each of these
blocks, we then searched for a second block in a window of 500 nt to the right
of the reference block. For the second block, we used a pattern P = 1111111,
i.e. we generated blocks of exact word matches of length seven. If no second
block could be found in the window, the reference block was discarded.

Table 1 shows the percentage of informative quartet block pairs, among
the quartet block pairs that we used. To evaluate the correctness of the
obtained quartet topologies, we compared them to the topologies of the re-
spective quartet sub-trees of the reference trees using the Robinson-Foulds
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Sequences Character states

S1 1 1 - 1 1
S2 1 - - - 0
S3 0 1 0 - -
S4 - 0 1 0 1
S5 - 2 1 0 0
S6 0 - 0 1 -

1

4

5

3

2

6

Tree scale: 1

Figure 3: Character matrix for a set of 6 sequences, encoding distances be-
tween blocks for five quartet-block pairs, together with the tree topology
calculated from this matrix. Each column corresponds to one informative
block pair. Distances are represented by characters ’0’, ’1’ and ’2’, such
that equal distances are represented by the same character. The characters
themselves are arbitrary, we only encode if the distance between the two
blocks is equal or different in the four involved sequences. Dashes in a col-
umn represent ’missing information’, for sequences that are not involved in
the respective block pair. The matrix represents four quartet-block pairs
that strongly support one quartet topology, namely column 1 supporting
S1S2|S3S6, column 3 supporting S3S6|S4S5, column 4 supporting S1S6|S4S5

and column 5 supporting S1S4|S2S5. Column 2 corresponds to a quartet-
block pair that weakly supports the topology S1S3|S4S5. The topology on
the right-hand side was calculated from the matrix with the program pars
form the PHYLIP package [9]. Note that ’weakly supported’ topologies are
not informative in the sense of parsimony, so in this example, column 2 would
not affect the resulting tree.
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Strong support Weak support Strong & weak combined
# inf % corr % cov # inf % corr % cov # inf % corr % cov

E. coli 27 16,185 76.00 42.78 11,472 55.52 36.45 27,657 67.61 58.57
E. coli 29 1,658 78.93 34.67 10,588 58.86 27.83 27,169 71.20 48.59
Fish mito 3,049 67.48 15.76 6,975 61.48 27.44 10,024 63.36 34.54
Yersinia 4,871 45.91 100.00 4,516 41.48 98.86 9,387 43.77 100.00
Plants 6,356 88.18 53.77 52,921 81.34 97.8 58.657 81.99 98.22
Wolbachia 46,972 93.91 79.79 30,887 74.46 85.75 77,859 86.32 95.63

Table 1: Test results on different sets of genomes. As benchmark data,
we used four sets of genome sequences from AF-Project [52] and one set of
Wolbachia genomes [12]. For each data set, we generated 1,000,000 pairs of
quartet blocks as described in the main text. The table shows the number of
informative block pairs (‘# inf’), i.e. the number of block pairs for which we
obtained either strong or weak support for one of the three possible quartet
topologies of the involved sequences. In addition we show the percentage
of correct quartet topologies (with respect to the respective reference tree),
out of all informative block pairs, as well as the ‘coverage’ by quartet blocks,
i.e. the percentage of sequence quartets for which we found at least one
informative block pair.

(RF) distance [34]. If the RF distance is zero, the inferred quartet topology
is in accordance with the reference tree.

We want to use the quartet trees that we obtain from informative quartet
block pairs, to generate a tree of the full set of input sequences. Therefore, it
is not sufficient for us to have a high percentage of correct quartet trees, but
we also want to know how many of the sequence quartets are covered by these
quartet trees. Generally, the results of super-tree methods depend on the
coverage of the used quartet topologies [2, 43]. For a set of n input sequences,
there are

(
n
4

)
possible ‘sequence quartets’, i.e. sets of four sequences. Ideally,

for every such set, we should have at least one quartet tree, in order to find the
correct super tree. Table 1 reports the quartet coverage, i.e. the percentage
of all sequence quartets, for which we obtained at least one quartet tree.

Note that Multi-SpaM uses randomly sampled quartet blocks, the pro-
gram can thus return different results for the same set of input sequences.
We therefore performed 10 program runs on each set of sequences and report
the average correctness and coverage of these test runs.

3.2 Full phylogeny reconstruction

Finally, we applied our quartet-block pairs to reconstruct full tree topologies
for the above sets of benchmark sequences. Here, we used two different ap-
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Indel Information
Quartet MaxCut Parsimony Multi-SpaM FSWM

Strong Weak Combined

E. coli 29 12.8 19.7 15.8 13.4 12.6 6
E. coli 27 10.8 17.2 12.4 10.6 8.8 8
Fish mito 23.6 24.0 18.4 23.8 7.8 2
Yersinia 6.0 9.0 6.0 6.0 6.2 10
Plants 7.4 8.4 8.6 7 6 6
Wolbachia 6.0 7.4 6.8 6.0 6 6

Table 2: Average Robinson-Foulds (RF) distances between trees, recon-
structed with various alignment-free methods, for five sets of genome se-
quences from AFproject [52] and one set of genomes from Wolbachia. For
each data sets, the average over 10 program runs was taken.

proaches, namely Quartet MaxCut and Maximum-Parsimony, as described
above. As is common practice in the field, we evaluated the quality of the re-
constructed phylogenies by comparing the the respective reference trees from
AFproject using the normalized Robinson-Foulds (RF) distances between the
inferred and the reference topologies. For a data set with n taxa, the normal-
ized RF distances are obtained from the RF distances by dividing them by
2 ∗ n− 6, i.e. by the maximum possible distance for trees with n leaves. The
results of other alignment-free methods on these data are reported in [6, 52].

We applied the program Quartet MaxCut first to the quartet topologies
derived from the set of all informative quartet-block pairs. As a comparison,
we then inferred topologies using only those quartet-block pairs that strongly
support one of the three possible topologies for the four involved sequences.
The results of these test runs are shown in Table 2.

Next, we used the program PAUP* [44] to calculate the most parsimo-
nious tree, using the distances between quartet blocks as characters, as ex-
plained above. Here, we used the TBR [45] heuristic. In some cases, this
resulted in multiple optimal, i.e. most parsimonious trees. In these cases,
we somewhat arbitrarily picked the first of these trees in the PAUP* output.
The results of these test runs are also shown in Table 2, together with the
results from Multi-SpaM.
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4 Discussion

Sequence-based phylogeny reconstruction usually relies on nucleotide or amino-
acid residues aligned to each other in multiple alignments. Information about
insertions and deletions (indels) is neglected in most studies, despite evidence
that this information may be useful for phylogeny inference. There are sev-
eral difficulties when indels are to be used as phylogenetic signal: it is difficult
to derive probabilistic models for insertions and deletions, and there are com-
putational issues if gaps of different lengths are spanning multiple columns
in multiple alignments. Finally, gapped regions in sequence alignments are
often considered less reliable than un-gapped regions, so the precise length
of insertions and deletions that have happened may not be easy to infer from
multiple alignments.

In recent years, many fast alignment-free methods have been proposed to
tackle the ever increasing amount of sequence data. Most of these methods
are based on counting or comparing words, and gaps are usually not allowed
within these words. It is therefore not straight-forward to adapt standard
alignment-free methods to use indels as phylogenetic information.

In the present paper, we proposed to use pairs of blocks of aligned sequence
segments to obtain information about possible insertions and deletions since
the compared sequences have evolved from a common ancestor. Within such
blocks, no gaps are allowed. To obtain hints about possible insertions or
deletions, we consider the distances between these blocks in the respective
sequences. If these distances are different for two sequences, this indicates
that there has been an insertion or deletion since they evolved from their
last common ancestor. If, by contrast, the two distances are the same, no
indel event needs to be assumed. This information can be used to infer a tree
topology for the sequences involved in a pair of blocks. To our knowledge,
this is the first attempt to use insertions and deletions as phylogenetic signal
in an alignment-free context.

In this study, we restricted ourselves, for simplicity, to quartet blocks
i.e. to blocks involving four input sequences each, and we used pairs of
blocks involving the same four sequences. We did not consider the length of
hypothetical insertions and deletions, but only asked whether or not such an
event might have happened between two sequences in the region bounded
by two blocks. Since we can assume that indels are relatively rare events
the maximum parsimony paradigm seems to be suitable in this situation. In
the sense of parsimony, however, only those block pairs are informative that
strongly support one of three possible quartet topologies, in the sense of the
definition that we introduced in this paper. Indeed, if two distances between
two blocks are equal, and the third and fourth distance are different from
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them – and also different from each other –, then each of the three possible
quartet topologies would require two insertion or deletion events. That is,
all three topologies would be equally good from a parsimonious viewpoint.

Intuitively, however, one may want to use the information from such
quartet blocks pairs that, in our terminology, weakly support one of the
possible topologies. It is easy to see that, with a simple probabilistic model
under which an insertion between two blocks occurs with a probability p <
0.5, independently of the length of the insertion and the distance between
the blocks, a weakly supported topology would have a higher likelihood than
the two alternative topologies – although from a parsimony point-of-view
all topologies are equally good. So it might be interesting to apply such a
simple probabilistic model to our approach, instead of maximum parsimony.
Also, while we restricted ourselves to quartet blocks in this study, it might be
worthwhile to use blocks involving more than four sequences, and to consider
pairs of such blocks that share at least four sequences.

Using standard benchmark data, we could show that phylogenetic sig-
nal from putative insertions and deletions between quartet blocks is mostly
in accordance with the reference phylogenies that we used as standard of
truth. Interestingly, the quality of the tree topologies that we constructed
from our “informative” pairs of quartet blocks – i.e. from indel information
alone – is roughly comparable to the quality of topologies obtained with ex-
isting alignment-free methods. The phylogenetic signal from indels that we
used, however, is complementary to the information that is used by those
existing approaches. We expect therefore, that the accuracy of alignment-
free phylogeny methods can be further improved by combining these two
complementary sources of information.
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